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ILTIS-PCS 

Opt ions  

 

ILTIS-Report     
 

Mostly not the lack of information, but processing and 
representing already existing information suitable for different 
user groups is the main demand on a software system. 

Already the ILTIS-PCS standard version includes different tools to 
acquire and process information. The option ILTIS ReportILTIS ReportILTIS ReportILTIS Report allows 
arranging data regarding user demands and printing a report at 
a simple mouse click. 

Therefore, the option ILTIS ReportILTIS ReportILTIS ReportILTIS Report provides user-specific reports 
displaying the actual status of plant. For example, maintenance 
staff or staff at changes of shifts need those reports. 

 

Informative reports for different 
groups of people or organiza-
tional structures like mainten-
ance staff, production planning 
or shift groups are growing 
more important regarding the 
efficiency of plant operation. 
The ILTIS-PCS reporting tool IIIIL-L-L-L-
TIS ReportTIS ReportTIS ReportTIS Report supports that de-
mand. 

ILTIS ReportILTIS ReportILTIS ReportILTIS Report consists of a report-
ing editor and the actual re-
ports. 

Creating reports via mouse click 

The reporting editor provides al-
ready finished reporting objects 
like log data, operating hour 
data, DmsVoyager data etcete-
ra. Additional static objects like 
title, line, icon (pictogram) etce-
tera allow optimizing the repre-
sentation.

The individual objects 
are arranged simply via 
drag and drop regard-
ing the user’s demands. 
Because of the easy op-
eration, each user is 
able creating a report 
within the shortest time. 

The final layout of the 
report can already be 
seen at creating it, using 
the preview feature. 

Always a plant overview 

The reports can always 
be called and be 
printed. For that, the op-
erator can push a button, or the 
action can be initiated process-
controlled or even time-
controlled. 

Plant states, for example, data 
of running processes or 
data of plant components 
are recorded and re-
ported and, for example, 
provided for the next shift 
or for the maintenance 
staff. 

Thus, nothing stands in the way 
of an efficient production and a 
sustainable engineering. 
 

 

� Just simply creating reports 
via drag and drop 

� Already finished report  
objects 

� Process-controlled, time-
controlled or manually call-
ing of reports 

� Prepared and user-specific 
plant overview 
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